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Launch of “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion” Game Software  
by D3 Publisher 

 

 
Fields Corporation (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President and CEO: Hidetoshi Yamamoto) announces the 
release by its consolidated subsidiary, D3 Publisher Inc., of a game software version of Bisty Co., Ltd.’s pachinko 
machine “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion.” Fields is the sales agent of the pachinko machine. 
 
The pachinko machine “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion,” starring the characters from the popular Japanese animation 
movie “Neon Genesis Evangelion,” was launched as the first stage of the full-scale collaboration between Fields and 
Bisty, and has proved to be an exceptionally long-running hit thanks to its popularity among both pachinko fans and 
animation fans. 
 
The copyright of the pachinko machine “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion” was provided to D3 Publisher, which 
developed the new game software as the first launch in its planned series of pachinko/pachislot simulation games. 
 
This development of game software by D3 Publisher is the result of Fields Corporation’s content provider strategy of 
making use of the copyrights it has acquired not only in the pachinko/pachislot machine market but also in various 
other fields. 
 
See the next page for D3 Publisher’s press release. 

<End> 

 

 

 

◆For inquiries or further information, please contact:◆ 
IR Manager, Fields Corporation 

E Space Tower 12F, 3-6 Maruyama-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0044 
Tel: +81-3-5784-2109     Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 
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Launch of “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion” Game Software 
 
D3 Publisher Inc. (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President and CEO: Yuji Ito) announces the release of a 
PlayStation 2 game software version of Bisty Co., Ltd.’s popular pachinko machine “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion.” 
 
The pachinko machine “CR Neon Genesis Evangelion” was launched through the full-scale collaboration between 
Bisty and Fields Corporation (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President and CEO: Hidetoshi Yamamoto), D3 
Publisher’s parent company. The new machines were set up in pachinko halls throughout Japan at the end of last year 
and are still very popular with pachinko fans. 
 
At the end of last year, D3 Publisher released “K-1 Premium 2004 Dynamite!!” (¥5,800; ¥6,090 incl. tax) a game 
software product for PlayStation 2 developed through our capital and business tie-up with Fields Corporation. “CR 
Neon Genesis Evangelion” game software will be put on sale in the fall of 2005 as the second launch of this tie-up 
and as the first product in our planned series of pachinko/pachislot simulation games. 
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